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Abstract: The interest in metal sulfide precipitation has recently increased given its capacity to effi-
ciently recover several metals and metalloids from different aqueous sources, including wastewaters
and hydrometallurgical solutions. This article reviews recent studies about metal sulfide precipi-
tation, considering that the most relevant review article on the topic was published in 2010. Thus,
our review emphasizes and focuses on the overall process and its main unit operations. This study
follows the flow diagram definition, discussing the recent progress in the application of this process
on different aqueous matrices to recover/remove diverse metals/metalloids from them, in addition
to kinetic reaction and reactor types, different sulfide sources, precipitate behavior, improvements in
solid–liquid separation, and future perspectives. The features included in this review are: operational
conditions in terms of pH and Eh to perform a selective recovery of different metals contained in an
aqueous source, the aggregation/colloidal behavior of precipitates, new materials for controlling sul-
fide release, and novel solid–liquid separation processes based on membrane filtration. It is therefore
relevant that the direct production of nanoparticles (Nps) from this method could potentially become
a future research approach with important implications on unit operations, which could possibly
expand to several applications.

Keywords: metal sulfide precipitation; critical metals; precipitates; AMD; metal recovery; wastewa-
ter treatment

1. Introduction

Metal sulfide precipitation is studied because it is a process that is applied to recover
or remove metals and metalloids from industrial effluents or hydrometallurgical leachates.
This process uses a sulfide source, typically H2S, Na2S, CaS, (NH4)2S, or NaHS to react with
a cation contained in an aqueous solution, according to the reaction mechanism described
in Equations (1)–(4) [1]. Metal sulfides have low solubility (Table 1) with respect to other
precipitates such as hydroxides [2]. This characteristic is very attractive for environmental
purposes, particularly when a dangerous heavy metal is removed and disposed of safely,
because it is less likely to be leached in a wide pH range. In addition, a high pKsp value
translates into a favorable tendency for Equations (3)–(4) to form products, showing a high
conversion and, consequently, an efficient precipitation process.

Metal sulfide precipitation is naturally appealing for research, which can include the
removal of potentially toxic elements (metals and metalloids) from industrial effluents,
such as acid mine drainage (AMD) or copper smelter wastewater, and for recovering
valuable metals from leachates of hydrometallurgical plants treating ores, wastes, or
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tailings. Likewise, the application of this method has improved for different metals, such
as copper, cobalt, and nickel or metalloids such as arsenic.

H2S � HS− + H+, pK1 = 6.99 (1)

HS− � S2− + H+, pK2 = 17.40 (2)

M2+ + S2− � MS(s) (3)

M2+ + HS− � MS(s) + H+ (4)

Table 1. Solubility products (pKsp) at 25 ◦C for selected elements. Adapted from [2].

Element pKsp

Bi3+ 98.8
Hg2+ 52.2
Ag+ 49.2
Cu+ 47.7
Cu2+ 35.9
Cd2+ 28.9
Pb2+ 28.1
Sn2+ 27.5
Zn2+ 24.5
Co2+ 22.1
Ni2+ 21.0
Fe2+ 18.8
Mn2+ 13.3

In 2010, a crucial review article published by Alison E. Lewis [1] consolidated the
background and improvements in the field. From that date onward, studies on metal
sulfide precipitation have expanded to different applications, and the number of articles
related to the precipitate characteristics and solid–liquid separation improvements have
also increased. Moreover, there is more industrial experience of sulfide precipitation-based
processes in the last decade, particularly considering the SART (Sulfidization, Acidifi-
cation, Recycling, and Thickening) process, which recovers copper and cyanide from
cyanide leachates solution in gold cyanidation [3], and the copper recovery from Acid Mine
Drainages (AMD) [4].

In order to provide a historical perspective on the development of research on the
topic, the Scopus (Elsevier) database was used to carry out a scientometric analysis of the
literature related to the terms ‘metal sulphide precipitation’ and ‘metal sulfide precipitation’
in the research field topic (date exported: 21 July 2021). Consequently, these terms were
searched as text word in the title, abstract, and/or keywords of the documents. The results
were restricted for articles, reviews, and conference papers. The time span used to evaluate
the distribution of the scientific production was from 1935 to 2021. Following that, a
detailed analysis of their abstracts was carried out in order to identify those documents
directly focusing on metal sulfide precipitation processes, excluding articles related to
geochemistry. Then, a set of 140 documents was built. Documents published between
2000 and 2021 (n = 131) were considered to apply the scientometric analysis based on
documents by: year, year by source (>4 documents), country/territory (top 10), and subject
area (Figure 1).
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According to Figure 1, the scholarly output per year has significantly increased since
2017 (Figure 1A), where the subject area “environmental science” contained most of the
articles published (~28%) (Figure 1D). In particular, China was the country with the
most documents published between 2000–2021 (Figure 1C). This analysis shows that the
metal sulfide precipitation method has gained interest for environmental studies, but
also for engineering areas (~17%). The topic has also gained interest by journals related
to extractive metallurgy (Figure 1B). The current challenges of residue treatment, such
as circular economy and process optimization, will probably trigger more interest in
developing technology on this matter.

This article describes the breakthroughs conducted on metal sulfide precipitation since
the review article published by Lewis in 2010 [1], emphasizing the point of view in process
engineering. By this, the structure of this manuscript is based on the general flow diagram
of a typical metal sulfide precipitation process as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the flow diagram of a typical metal sulfide precipitation process. Numbers are related
to the focus of the studies reviewed here.

Figure 2 contains numbers that represent the different areas or topics studied in the
articles reviewed and discussed in this work. Thus, the structure of this review is based
on the flow diagram of the metal sulfide precipitation process, with an emphasis on the
findings and challenges of the following issues:

• Applications for recovering and removing metals and metalloids from different
sources (feed solution);

• Aspects regarding chemical reactions and reactor design (precipitation reactor);
• Sulfide reagent sources (sulfide sources);
• Characteristics of precipitates (precipitate suspension);
• Advances in solid–liquid separation (clarification);
• Future perspectives.

2. Applications for Recovering and Removing Metals and Metalloids from Different
Sources

The metal sulfide precipitation process can be applied to different aqueous feed
solutions to recover or remove some elements of interest (Figure 2). The application of
metal sulfide precipitation is significantly wide for diverse elements, such as those listed in
Table 1, and their content in different aqueous solutions.

In this context, the use of metal sulfide precipitation is still one of the most common
treatments to remove metals from AMD. This is particularly true for the synergic possibility
to generate a sulfide source given the action of a sulfate-reducing bacteria from the sulfate
contained in the same AMD. Furthermore, it can also be seen in the application of leachate
solutions from the hydrometallurgical treatment of ores, tailings, smelting waste, or even
electronic waste. The latter has been widely studied for recovering different metals of
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interest and the removal of toxic metalloids in recent years. Consequently, the application
of metal sulfide precipitation has been investigated to treat industrial effluents in general.

This section summarizes the most relevant studies found for the treatment of different
aqueous solutions in recent years. Table 2 summarizes the most important results obtained
for each study described below.

Table 2. Summary of applications for the metal sulfide precipitation process for different feed solutions and met-
als/metalloids.

Feed Solution Type Metals/Metalloids

Operational Conditions

Conversion, % Sulfide Reagent
Source Reference

pH
Sulfide Dosage,

Molar Ratio
(S2−/M)

AMD As 4.0 Not reported 8–95.4 Biogenic H2S [5]
AMD As ~0 3–5 ~100 FeS [6]
AMD Sb 7 15 ~100 Biogenic H2S [7]
AMD Cu 2.34–2.56 Not reported 10–80 Biogenic H2S [8]

AMD
Cu 3.7 Not reported 99.8 Biogenic H2S [9]Zn 5.0 99.9

AMD
Cu 2.0 2.91 >95 Na2S 1M [10]Zn 3.0 3.84 >95

AMD
Cu

6.7 Not reported
99.99

Biogenic H2S [11]Fe 87.64
Zn 99.88

AMD
Cu

3.2 Not reported
>99.9

Biogenic H2S [12]Pb >99.9
Zn >99.9

AMD

Cu

3.0–7.0 Not reported

>90

Biogenic H2S [13]

Cd >90
Pb >90
Zn >90
Fe >88
Ni >82

AMD
Cu

4.0 Not reported
93.3

Biogenic H2S [14]Fe 99.2
Zn ~100

AMD Cu 2.2 Not reported 99 Biogenic H2S [15]

AMD
Cu 2.0–6.0 0.5–1.5 80.0–97.9

Na2S solution [16]Zn 3.0–8.0 0.5–1.5 57.5–99.95

AMD
Cu

4.0 Not reported
>99

Biogenic H2S [17]Fe >99
Zn >99

AMD
Cu

7.0–8.0 Not reported >99 Biogenic H2S [18]Zn >99

AMD

Cu

2.2 Not reported

70

Biogenic H2S [19]
Pb 37
Zn 79
Fe 65

AMD Cu 1.7–3.3 1.0–1.5 75–100 1 M NaHS solution [20]

Industrial wastewater

Tl

12.0 >250

>99

1 g/L Na2S solution [21]
Cd >87
Pb >40
Cu >94
Zn >67

Industrial wastewater
Cu

4.0
2.5 ~100

NaHS [22]Zn 2.3 60

Industrial wastewater
Cu

7.0 Not reported
>99

Biogenic H2S [23]Zn >95
Ni >95

Industrial wastewater Cu 7.5 Not reported ~100 Biogenic H2S [24]

Industrial wastewater
Cu

7.0–8.3 Not reported
>99.5

Biogenic H2S [25]Zn >99
Ni >99

Industrial wastewater As <1.0 1.65 ~100 Na2S wt. 10%
solution [26]

Industrial wastewater
Pd 1.7 0.5–2.0 87.9–99.8 Biogenic H2S [27]Fe 2.3 0.6–3.75 53.8–98.3
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Table 2. Cont.

Feed Solution Type Metals/Metalloids

Operational Conditions

Conversion, % Sulfide Reagent
Source Reference

pH
Sulfide Dosage,

Molar Ratio
(S2−/M)

Plating industrial
effluent

Cu
10.0 Not reported

93.9
Na2S [28]Zn 99.4

Cr 99.99

Plating industrial
effluent

Cu

1.7

Not reported >99

Biogenic H2S [29]
Zn

1.76
85–97

Ni 25–92
Fe 2–99

Plating industrial
effluent

Ni
8–12 Not reported

65.8–95.3
Na2S solution [30]Zn 93.8

Cu 100
Cu-laden electroplating

effluent Cu 6.5–8.0 Not reported 99.9 Biogenic H2S [31]

Co-Mo Catalyst leachate Mo alkaline
>1000

98.2 Na2S wt. 40%
solution

[32]Co 1.0 98.0

Recycled mineral
sludge leachate

Mo
1.0 10

40.0–95.0
1 M Na2S solution [33]Co 52.0–98.0

Ni 48.0–98.0
Ni-Cd battery leachate Cd 0.2–1.4 0.5–2.0 ~100 Na2S–(NH4)2S–FeS [34]
Waste printed circuit

boards leachate Cu 10.6 1.0–1.2 88–99.5 5.2 M NaHS solution [35]

Cathode ray tube
powder leachate Zn 2.0–2.5 ~8.8 ~100 Na2S 10% w/v

solution [36]

Spent refinery catalyst
leachate

Mo 2.0
Not reported

36–72
Biogenic H2S [37]Co 3.5 16.0

Ni 3.5 23.0
Lithium ion batteries

(LIBs) leachate Co 2.9–3.1 2.0 99.2 (NH4)2S 10% v/v
solution [38]

Lithium ion batteries
(LIBs) leachate

Cu 3.5–5.0

Not reported

93.0

Biogenic H2S [39]

Al 3.5–5.0 98.0
Co 10 99.9
Ni 10 99.9
Zn 10 98.4
Cd 10 98.6
Mn 10 98.9
Fe 10 99.5

Acidic wastewater from
smelters As 4.0–5.0 3.0 97.2–99.1 Na2S 110 g/L

solution [40]

Cu smelting ashes
leachate

Pb
>12.0 2.0–2.5

>99
Na2S solution [41]Zn >99

Acidic wastewater from
smelter

Re
~0 Not reported

98.4–98.9
Saturated Na2S3O3

solution
[42]Cu 94.8–98.4

As 11.6–15.0
Acidic wastewater from

smelter Cu ~0 1.5–3.0 70–96 Synthetic monoclinic
FeS [43]

Acidic wastewater from
smelter Re ~0 Not reported 99.0 H2S with UV

irradiation [44]

PLS from ore
bioleaching

Cu 3.2

Not reported

>99.9

Biogenic H2S [45]
Zn 1.5 Not reported
Ni 2.0 >99.9
Co 2.0 >99.9

PLS from tailing acid
leaching

Cu 3.0 1.2 93.7 Na2S wt. 0.5%
solution

[46]Zn 3.6 1.1 89.7

PLS from tailing
bioleaching

Cu

1.24 1.1
>99

Na2S solution [47]
Pb >99
Zn >99
Fe 2.5 75

Chloride PLS
Cu 1.0 Not reported 99.9

Na2S solution [48]Zn 4.0 99.9

Cyanide PLS Cu 3.5–5.0 0.4–0.6 81–99.9
NaHS solution [49,50]Zn 3.5–5.5 1.0–1.2 96.4–99.9

Cyanide PLS Cu 3.5–5.0 0.5–0.6 77.5–99.9 NaHS solution [51–54]
Alkaline

glycine-cyanide PLS Cu 10.0 1.0–1.6 71.2–96.5 NaHS solution after
pre-oxidation [55,56]
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2.1. Acid Mine Drainages (AMD)

AMD is one of the most harmful and challenging wastewater or liquid waste generated
from mining activities. This aqueous drainage can be produced from mine facilities exposed
to environment, such as tailings dams, waste rock dumps, or the mine pit [57–59]. AMD
can contain high concentrations of metals, metalloids, and sulfate, depending on the ore
mineralogy. In this regard, the metal sulfide precipitation has been studied to recover or
remove metals from AMD.

The application of metal sulfide precipitation has been widely studied. For example,
H2S has been used as a reagent, which is generated through a sulfidogenic process, so that
the sulfate contained in the AMD is reduced (biogenic sulfide precipitation, BSP). Recent
review articles show advances in BSP for different metals [60], or they are alternatively
based on arsenic [61]. These studies have described the bioreactors used to generate H2S,
the configuration options in the process to optimize the sulfate and metals/arsenic removal,
and future applications. Conversely, this work focuses on the metal sulfide precipitation
process itself and its downstream operations.

BSP has been used to selectively precipitate copper and zinc in a selective sequential
precipitation (SSP) process [9], reaching metal conversions closer to 100%. BSP has also
been used to remove arsenic from AMD. In this regard, Altun and colleagues [5] studied the
removal of As from an acidic influent solution, finding an As removal as low as 8% when
the reduction of sulfate was at a maximum, but increasing up to 95.4% after Fe addition
and the reduction of sulfide generation. The addition of iron promotes the As adsorption
onto FeS or the generation of arsenopyrite (FeAsS). Furthermore, the high content of sulfide
can re-dissolve the amorphous orpiment (As2S3) precipitated, according to the following
reaction [5]:

3/2As2S3 + 3/2H2S � H2As3S−6 + H+ , pK = 5.0 (5)

The control of sulfide content could be critical in the final As removal efficiency.
Arsenic removal from AMD was also assessed using FeS as a sulfide source [6], finding
an inhibition of As removal due to the generation of elemental sulfur by the oxidation of
sulfide with As(V).

The removal of Sb was studied using a BSP process, reaching higher efficiencies (closer
to 100%) at pH 7.0, but resulting in a high sulfide/metal ratio equal to 15 [7]. The sulfide
precipitate formed was Sb2S3. In this case, sulfide must reduce Sb(V) to Sb(III) before the
final precipitation, increasing the sulfide consumption.

Likewise, a recent study showed the production of metal sulfide nanopowder from
AMD using a continuous fluidized bed sulfidogenic bioreactor with two steps at different
pH values (7.0 and 3.0) [13]. The metal conversion was higher than 95% for Cu, Cd, Pb,
and Zn at pH 7.0, and higher than 90% in the second reactor operating at the lower pH.
On the other hand, the removal of Fe and Ni was lower than 90% and higher than 80% in
both reactors, respectively. In addition, copper nanoparticle production with a particle size
of ~50 nm was achieved using the BSP process treating an AMD synthetic solution [15].
The possibility to generate products with high values directly from waste sources should
increase in further research of metal sulfide precipitation. This issue is further discussed in
Section 7.6, considering different factors that are analyzed in the following sections.

Metal sulfide precipitation was applied in a mine pit by an in situ generation of H2S
with a sulfidogenic process, removing copper and arsenic contained in the AMD [62]. This
research attempted on site conditions (oxidative and reductive) to assess the sulfidogenic
process and metal removal evolution.

Table 2 shows that the application of metal sulfide precipitation in the treatment of
AMD is mainly conducted by the use of the BSP process. For all these cases, the main
objectives have been addressed to optimize the sulfidogenic bioreaction stage. Hence, the
sulfide dosage in terms of molar addition has not been reported, probably due to the excess
H2S generated with respect to metals contained in the AMD.

On another note, the application of a chemical source of sulfide has been used to study
the selective recovery of metals [10] and the understanding [16] or optimization of solid–
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liquid separation of precipitates [20]. Selective precipitation of copper and zinc, after a rare
earth elements (REEs) recovery stage, was proposed by Zhang and Honaker [10] using
a 1 M Na2S solution at different pH values. They achieved metal recoveries above 95%
with metal grades around 40% in each precipitate, demonstrating the selective separation.
Mn, Mg, Ni, and Co were the main impurities detected, with their contents reported below
1.5%.

The precipitation efficiency of metals using a sulfide source from AMD reaches values
higher than 90% in most cases. Moreover, the principal metals studied were Cu, Zn, and
Fe, which are the ones most typically found in AMD.

2.2. Industrial Wastewater

Studies reporting the application of the metal sulfide precipitation process in efflu-
ents with no specific identification, or that were focused on fundamental advances, were
classified as industrial wastewater.

The BSP process has been applied to industrial wastewater to remove or recover Cu,
Zn, and Ni [23,25]. Furthermore, this method was used to recover Pd and Fe from strip-
ping and scrubbing solutions, respectively, that were generated from a solvent extraction
stage [27]. This study was novel in the application of metal sulfide precipitation to recover
Pd as nanosized PdS.

Alternatively, a novel application of metal sulfide precipitation was proposed for thal-
lium removal from industrial wastewater [21]. In this study, the metal sulfide precipitation
stage was included to achieve a Tl concentration < 1.0 µg/L in the final effluent after Fenton
oxidation (i.e., the use of ferrous ion and hydrogen peroxide to promote co-precipitation
with ferric ions) and coagulation stages. This process was also able to remove Cd, Pb,
Cu, and Zn until reaching trace amounts. Moreover, the pKsp of Tl2S reported by the
same study was 24.0, similar to ZnS. The reaction mechanism proposed for the Tl sulfide
precipitation was the following [21]:

2Tl+ + S2− � Tl2S (6)

2Tl3+ + 3S2− � Tl2S + 2S (7)

In addition, metal recovery/removal from plating industrial wastewater has been
conducted by using metal sulfide precipitation to treat solutions containing Cu, Zn, and
Cr [28], and Cu, Zn, Ni, and Fe [29].

2.3. Leachates from Catalysts, Electronic Waste, and Battery Waste

The use of metal sulfide precipitation to treat leachates or solutions generated in
processes to recycle batteries, electronic waste (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment,
WEEE), or catalyst wastes has recently increased. This situation is triggered by the need for
novel methods to recover valuable metals from emerging wastes, particularly considering
the aims of circular economy.

In this vein, the selective recovery of Co and Mo from Co–Mo catalyst leachate
was studied using metal sulfide precipitation [32]. Optimum conditions were obtained
through the precipitation of Mo from the alkaline leachate generated in the leaching
stage. Next, the remaining solution was acidified at pH 1.0 to precipitate Co efficiently.
This process reached precipitation efficiencies higher than 98% for both metals, obtaining
products with high purity. In a previous study, Vemic and colleagues [33] evaluated the
efficiency of metal sulfide precipitation to recover Mo, Co, and Ni from a recycled mineral
sludge, reaching optimal efficiencies (>95%) for synthetic solutions, although these values
decreased dramatically to values below 60% for similar conditions of real solutions. The
recovery decline was attributed to the pH control and the additional sulfide consumption
of Zn.

The leaching and recovery of copper from waste printed circuit boards (WPCBs) was
conducted using sulfide precipitation on an alkaline glycine leachate [35], obtaining CuS
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with a recovery over 99% for a sulfide molar ratio of 1.2. Co-precipitation of lead, tin, and
zinc was also observed.

More significantly, the metal sulfide precipitation method has recently been applied
to recover metals from lithium-ion battery (LIB) leachates [63]. The selective Co recovery
from LIB leachate was recently studied by Choubey and colleagues [38], who reported a Co
recovery higher than 99% at a pH around 3.0, using ammonium sulfide as the precipitant.
Previously, Calvert and colleagues [39] studied the recovery of different metals from LIB
leachate using a BSP process, reporting high metal recoveries for Cu, Al, Co, Ni, Cd, Zn,
Mn, and Fe. However, the selective precipitation was only achieved for Cu and Al at
a lower pH (<5.0). Other metals formed a bulk precipitate at pH 10. In this case, the
performance of a selective precipitation was complicated due to the complexity of the feed
solution, given the number of different metals involved in the process.

2.4. Smelting Leachates and Effluents

Metal smelters can generate effluents from their gas scrubbing stages [40]. Likewise,
some smelters treat their dust by leaching to recover valuable metals [41]. For both cases,
the metal sulfide precipitation method has been proposed to remove or recover different
elements.

Arsenic removal associated with hydrothermal mineralization stabilization was as-
sessed to reach a stable arsenic sulfide precipitate as the residue [40]. The sulfide pre-
cipitation stage could remove ~97% of As, using sodium sulfate for the mineralization
stabilization and reaching 3.9 mg/L of As after the acid leaching of the residue. These
results were considered successful in terms of removal efficiency and residue stabilization.

The recovery of Re from the acidic wastewater of smelters has recently been
studied [42,44]. In these studies, the precipitation of Re was higher than 98–99%. In
the first study [42], sodium thiosulfate (Na2S3O3) was used as a sulfide source in the
presence of SO2 and SO3 contained in the acidic stream. Further, a selective precipitation of
copper was reached when the oxidation–reduction potential was controlled at 190 mV. In
the second study [44], the use of UV irradiation was assessed to increase the precipitation
rate of Re, obtaining a high conversion rate of Re2S7 and a reduction in the reaction time
from 6 h to 35 min when UV irradiation was used.

The selective precipitation of copper with synthetic monoclinic pyrrhotite was stud-
ied [43], achieving high copper conversions (96%) with a small co-precipitation of As (<3%)
for a sulfide dosage molar ratio of 3.0.

2.5. Leachates Solutions from Ores and Tailings

An interesting application of the metal sulfide precipitation method is its use in the
downstream stage of leaching processes to recover metals from pregnant leach solutions
(PLS) or barren leach solutions (BLS) in hydrometallurgical circuits. For both cases, a
sequential stage of metal precipitation of Cu, Zn, and Ni/Co was studied using a BSP
process [45] from a bioleaching PLS, achieving metal recoveries close to 100%. This process
showed the feasibility to selectively recover valuable metals from a polymetallic ore through
the rigorous control of the precipitation pH. Similarly, the recovery of Cu and Zn was
conducted from a PLS generated using a tailing leach, obtaining conversions around 90%
for both metals [46]. Ye and colleagues [47] also applied the metal sulfide precipitation
method in a PLS that was a product of the bioleaching of a lead–zinc tailing, recovering Cu,
Pb, Zn, and Fe as a mixed precipitate.

Further, the metal sulfide precipitation has been applied in cyanide solutions to recover
cyanide and metals complexed with cyanide. In this system, the simultaneous acidification
and sulfide addition promotes the dissociation of cyanide and weak acid dissociable (WAD)
metals, such as copper and zinc, forming a sulfide metal precipitate and HCN, which can
then be recovered as a source of free cyanide (Equation (8)):

Me(CN)y−x
x + S2− + xH+ � MeS + xHCN (8)
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where Me is a metal. This reaction can be applied at industrial scale in gold cyanidation
mining to remove copper and recover cyanide that could be recycled to the cyanide leaching
of gold [3,64]. The whole process has been called SART (Sulfidization, Acidification,
Recycling, and Thickening). The SART process has also been proposed to recover zinc
from cyanide solutions [65] and for treating cyanide PLS from gold–copper tailings [66].
Our research group has published different studies related to the application of Equation
(8) in cyanide solutions for recovering copper and zinc [49,50] or just copper [51–54]. The
successful application of the SART process at an industrial scale is an excellent referent for
the scaling-up of the metal sulfide precipitation process for other matrices or applications.

Recent studies of applications of metal sulfide precipitation in an alkaline glycine–
cyanide solution for recovering copper have shown conversions above 90% for a sulfide/Cu
molar ratio of 1.3 [55,56]. These Cu recovery values were achieved after a pre-oxidation
stage, where Cu+ was oxidized to Cu2+. When sulfide precipitation was conducted without
pre-oxidation, copper recoveries were lower than 70% [55] because the cuprous ion is
associated with cyanide, forming a very stable complex at pH 10.5.

3. Features of Chemical Reactions and Reactor Design
3.1. Reaction Time

Studies focused on the reaction time and reactor design have recently been published.
Table 3 summarizes the main results reported to date in terms of reaction time for different
metals/metalloids.

Table 3. Summary of operational conditions and results of maximum conversion and reaction time.

Element
Initial

Concentration,
mg/L

pH
Sulfide Dosage,

Molar Ratio
(S2−/M)

Temperature, ◦C Maximum
Conversion, %

Reaction Time to
Reach Maximum
Conversion, min

Reference

Cu 500–1800 3.5–5.0 0.5–0.6 15 83–99 <1 [52]
Cu 300 10.0 1.4 25 96.5 5 [55]
Re 30 ~0 Not reported 25 97.0 1 360 [44]
Zn
Pb

2350
4340 >12.0 2.0 70 ~100

~95
75
60 [41]

Re
Cu
As

11.5–22.9
16.2–99.9
2170–4381

~0 Not reported 70
98.4
98.4
11.6

60
60

120
[42]

Cu 5420 10.6 1.0–1.2 25 88–99.5 5 [35]
Mo
Co
Ni

1000
1000
1000

1.0 10 20–25
95
96
97

75 [33]

As 12,562 4.0 3.0 25 99.1 60 [40]
Co 11,900 3.0 2.0 30 98.2 30 [38]
As 1000–5000 ~0 2.5 Room temperature 99.5 60 [6]
Cu
Fe

120
124

2.5
7.4 Not reported Room temperature 99.0

99.0
2.5
5.0 [67]

As(V) 800–900 1.8 10–20 Room temperature 80–85 120 [68]
Zn
Cd
Ni
Cu

12,557
6294
1232
635

5.5
4.5
7.5
2.5

Not reported 45–85

40–99.7
35–97
35–98
30–97

45
45
45
45

[69]

1 This result corresponds to the base case of this study, without the use of UV light and using H2S gas.

According to Table 3, the reaction time to reach a maximum conversion is lower than
120 min for all cases, except for Re recovery [44], which achieved 97% after 360 min. This
additional time could be a consequence of the use of H2S gas as a sulfide source, which
could incorporate an additional stage in the process related to the absorption of H2S gas in
the liquid phase that might be able to control the process [70]. However, a previous study
also used a H2S gas biologically generated to precipitate Re, Cu, and As [42], where the
maximum conversion for Re was obtained at 60 min. In this case, the effect of temperature
could explain a faster reaction.

Even though the results reported in Table 3 were conducted for different
metals/metalloids under different conditions of pH, sulfide dosage, and temperature,
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and even when the solution characteristics were different, there are some remarkable
patterns. In the case of Cu, the reaction times are significantly lower (<5 min) [35,52,55,67],
except in two cases. The first one reached the maximum conversion at 60 min [42] by using
gaseous H2S, which adds an absorption process as an additional stage. This fact could
limit the reaction time. In the second case, the sulfide source used was thioacetamide [69],
which requires a dissociation reaction to release H2S. On the other hand, studies reporting
fast reactions for Cu used a conventional sulfide source dissolved in liquid phase. Further,
the reaction time for a maximum As removal ranged from 60 to 120 min [6,40,42,68].

Unfortunately, there is a lack of research focusing on kinetic aspects, in terms of
estimating kinetic constants and Arrhenius parameters. This gap of knowledge limits the
extrapolation and scaling-up of lab-scale results to different operational conditions. Yang
and colleagues [71] reported the only study where a kinetic model for copper precipitation
was proposed, according to the following equation:

rCu2+ = rS2− = −k
[
Cu2+

][
S2−

]
(9)

where rCu2+ and rS2− represents the reaction rates of copper (Cu2+) and sulfide (S2−),
respectively, k is the reaction rate constant, [Cu2+] is the copper concentration, and [S2−]
is the sulfide concentration. The k value obtained was 9.989 mol s−1 m−3 [71] with a
regression of R2 = 0.9957. These results confirm the validity of the kinetic model proposed
in Equation (9), although this assessment was performed for one concentration of copper
and sulfide, respectively. Therefore, this result indicates the need to study kinetic models
further.

An interesting phenomenon has been reported by some studies regarding the re-
dissolution of metal sulfide precipitates after longer reaction times. Vemic and colleagues [33]
reported a decrease in metal conversion after achieving the maximum conversion at 75
min (see Table 3), reaching a final conversion of 80% at 125 min. They explained the
potential oxidation and dissolution as an effect of the dissolved oxygen. Similarly, Deng
and colleagues [55] found a gradual and slow decrease in copper conversion after reaching
the maximum conversion of 96.5% at 5 min (see Table 2), reaching a final conversion of
89.8% at 60 min. These results are consistent with a previous study about the application of
the SART process for recovering cyanide and copper from gold tailings [72]. In this study,
copper conversion also decreased for longer reaction times. Different chemical reactions
of the oxygen oxidation effect, promoting the dissolution of copper precipitates, were
proposed for this system according to the following equations:

Cu2S(s) + 1/4O2 + 2HCN � CuS(s) + Cu(CN)−2 + H+ + 1/2H2O (10)

Cu2S(s) + 1/2O2 + 2H2S � 2CuS(s) + H2O (11)

CuS(s) + 1/4O2 + 5HCN � 2Cu(CN)−2 + 2SCN− + 4H+ + 1/2H2O (12)

These incipient results demonstrate that the definition of the reaction time for design-
ing purposes should be studied for each chemical system. In addition, further studies
about the impact of oxygen oxidation on different metals/metalloids should be performed.

3.2. Reactor Type

The most conventional reactor type used at the laboratory scale, and even at the
industrial scale, for metal sulfide precipitation is the continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR).
At a laboratory scale, the simplicity of the CSTR, and the easy comparison with results
from other studies, could explain the preference. Likewise, the use of the CSTR at the
industrial scale, such as in the SART process [3] or for treating AMD [4], is preferred over
other reactor technologies. Nevertheless, the industrial plants of metal sulfide precipitation
use a sulfide source in liquid phase—typically a NaHS solution—minimizing the reaction
time because the limiting stage of gas absorption is avoided, as typically found in the BSP
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processes [70]. Even though the CSTR is the most commonly used reactor type, there were
studies that assessed different reactor types or configurations. In this regard, a fluidized
bed reactor (FBR) (Figure 3) was first used by van Hille and colleagues for supersaturation
control studies [73], and afterwards by Mokone and colleagues [74]. The latter concluded
that the fluidized bed reactor is not suitable for metal sulfide precipitation application due
to the difficulty for controlling the supersaturation. In the next section, the supersaturation
in metal sulfide precipitation will be discussed.
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For BSP processes, different types of bioreactors have been proposed and studied [60].
When using this method, a single-stage (i.e., sulfate reduction and sulfide precipitation
occur in the same reactor) and two- or multiple-stage (i.e., sulfate reduction and sulfide
precipitation are performed in different reactors) reactors were evaluated. For single-
stage reactors, the inverse fluidized bed reactor (IFBR) [75] and the FBR [76] were tested.
However, for two- or multi-stage operations, the metal sulfide precipitation reactor was
applied in conventional CSTR [60]. The main drawbacks, benefits, and an exhaustive
summary of different bioreactors assessed for sulfate reduction can be found in the review
article by Kumar and colleagues [60].

In this vein, the operational behavior of three continuous-flow sulfide precipitation
reactors (CFSPR) was analyzed through mathematical modeling and experimental stud-
ies [71] performing different sulfide dosage configurations, as shown in Figure 4. Reactor
N◦3 reached a better performance due to the ideal mixing state and suitable retention time.
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Guo and colleagues [26] proposed a novel sulfide distributor device to dose sulfide,
controlling the supersaturation in the removal of arsenic (see Figure 5). According to this
study, the arsenic removal increased from around 80% to almost 100% when the distributor
was used. This increase was a consequence of improving the mix and elimination of the
supersaturation zones of the reactor [26].
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3.3. Supersaturation Features

The supersaturation can be estimated according to the following equation [74]:
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where S is the supersaturation, [Me2+] is the activity of the metal, [HS−] is the activity of
sulfide, Ksp is the molal based solubility product of the sulfide metal, and υ is the number
of ions in a formula unit of the salt. According to the classic precipitation theory, the
supersaturation level establishes the particle size distribution of precipitates [73]. This
implies that when supersaturation is high, fine and colloidal particles will be formed. In this
regard, van Hille and colleagues [73] found that fine particles (<0.22 µm) were generated,
affecting the copper conversion caused by the loss of copper precipitates through the reactor
overflow. Similarly, Mokone and colleagues [74] demonstrated that the supersaturation
control by a FBR for copper and zinc precipitates was very difficult, concluding that the
FBR is not suitable for this application, as mentioned earlier. This conclusion is supported
by the extremely low value of Ksp for metal sulfide (see Table 1), which results in high
supersaturation values, even when low contents of sulfide are added. On the contrary,
the methodology proposed by Guo and colleagues [26] could increase the arsenic removal
due to the control of supersaturation using the novel sulfide distributor shown in Figure 5.
These opposite results could be a consequence of the difference between Ksp values of
2.1 × 10−22 [40] and 1.3 × 10−36 [2] for As2S3 and CuS, respectively. This difference means
that there is a low supersaturation value for As, and that the supersaturation control might
be more relevant for this metalloid.

In addition, the control of supersaturation for zinc sulfide precipitation was studied
by Sampaio and colleagues [77], who claimed that a large particle size was achieved
when supersaturation was lower. These results agree with the particle size distributions
determined by Mokone and colleagues [74] for zinc precipitates, which were larger than
copper precipitates for a controlled sulfide dosage. Zinc sulfide has a lower solubility
(3.0 × 10−25) with respect to As, but it is significantly higher than copper sulfide. Therefore,
the supersaturation control could be suitable for more soluble metal sulfides; however,
further specific studies are required to support these findings.

Additionally, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling was conducted to esti-
mate the supersaturation in a CFSPR for copper sulfide precipitation with H2S gas as a
sulfide source [78]. The supersaturation was controlled by the gas flow rate and bubble
size. Nonetheless, in this case, there were no measurements of particle size distribution in
order to accurately assess the effect of supersaturation control.

3.4. Effect of Excess Sulfide

The detrimental effect of excess sulfide has been reported earlier for arsenic removal
(Equation (5)) and copper recovery in gold cyanidation (Equations (11)–(12)). In both cases,
it promoted the re-dissolution of the precipitate. Likewise, van Hille and colleagues [73]
suggested that the excess of sulfide could also promote the generation of soluble poly-
sulfide complexes for copper precipitation, according to the following reactions:

Cu2+ + 3HS− � CuS(HS)2−
2 + H+ (14)

Cu2+ + 4HS− � CuS(HS)3−
3 + H+ (15)

These reactions can be favorable for high sulfide concentration and low copper con-
centration, limiting the possibility to obtain a maximum conversion. The generation of
these poly-sulfide complexes could promote the adsorption of other cations present in the
solution. Deng and colleagues [55] concluded that gold losses could be related to an effect
of the gold adsorption on copper poly-sulfide complexes. Hence, the addition of sulfide
must be made carefully, not only to avoid an increase in operational costs, but also to limit
the reduction of the precipitation performance and loss of valuable cations.

4. Sulfide Reagent Sources

As mentioned in Section 2 and depicted in Table 2, there are several conventional
sulfide sources used for metal sulfide precipitation processes. Typically, the use of Na2S
and NaHS solutions are implemented at an industrial scale [3,4], and the study of the
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BSP method gains interest in the scientific community due to the possibility of removing
sulfate, generating the sulfide source. The description and main findings regarding BSP
are detailed in recent review articles [60,79]. Therefore, this section is not focused on
conventional sulfide sources or the BSP method, but it describes novel trends in the use
of alternative sulfide sources or proposals for new materials or methods to release this
reagent.

Thioacetamide (CH3CSNH2) was first proposed to control the sulfide concentration in
the solution [69], according to the following reaction:

CH3CSNH2 + 2H2O � CH3COOH + NH3 + H2S (16)

Conversion results obtained from the first study related to this topic [69] were promis-
ing, where the reaction time was lower than that found in other studies using conventional
sulfide sources (see Table 3). This situation could probably be explained by the additional
reaction step of H2S generation. A later study demonstrated metal (Cu, Ni, and Zn) con-
versions above 90%, but after 30–60 min of reaction time [80], which confirms the previous
results shown by Gharabaghi and colleagues [69].

Residue from other industries was also used as a sulfide source, promoting the
development of circular economy. Heavy oil fly ash (HOFA), with more than 9.0% w/w of
sulfur content, was used to remove copper from a synthetic solution [81]. Results showed
a copper conversion of ~99% for the optimal operational conditions found. Accordingly,
promising results are expected when using residues with high sulfur contents. However,
some features related to the release and control of other pollutants from the residue remain
unknown and unassessed until now.

A study using monoclinic pyrrhotite (Fe(1−x)S, a nonstoichiometric variant of FeS)
as a sulfide source assessed the impact of different qualities of pyrrhotite on the selective
removal of copper from arsenic contained in acidic wastewater of refineries [43]. The use
of FeS is based on the low solubility that CuS (Ksp = 1.3 × 10−36) has with respect to FeS
(Ksp = 1.6 × 10−19) and As2S3 (Ksp = 2.1 × 10−22). Likewise, the higher solubility of FeS
compared with As2S3 allows for a controlled release of sulfide, promoting the precipitation
of CuS instead of As2S3, according to the following general reactions:

2FeS + Cu2+ + H+ � 2Fe2+ + HS− + CuS (17)

Cu2+ + HS− � CuS + H+ (18)

Synthetic monoclinic pyrrhotite was more effective in removing copper with respect
to natural pyrrhotite. The slow release of sulfide allowed the selective precipitation of
copper, reaching precipitates with 20% of Cu and 0.7% As, with copper conversions of 96%
for a dosage with a molar ratio of 3.0 sulfide/copper. The extremely uneven structure of
the synthetic pyrrhotite, exhibiting a gully shape with sharp edges, triggers a larger specific
surface area for reaction in comparison to the compact structure of natural pyrrhotite [43].

Although the CaS is defined as a conventional source of sulfide, its application at a
laboratory and industrial scale has limited public knowledge. The assessment of sulfide
precipitation with CaS in the presence of CO2 demonstrated a high conversion of Ni, Co,
Zn (>99%), and Fe (>95%), controlling the content of Ca2+ due to the formation of CaCO3
with CO2 [82]. The use of CaS could be an excellent alternative for some applications
where it is necessary to avoid the addition of Na, which can increase the solubility of other
pollutants, such as sulfate.

Moreover, a disproportionation reaction was studied using different sources of oxi-
dized sulfur. In particular, the use of thiosulfate was tested to precipitate rhenium from an
acidic solution containing SO2 and SO3 [42]. This study was included in Tables 2 and 3.
Likewise, the use of elemental sulfur with SO2 was assessed for recovering copper under
high acidic conditions with the aim of avoiding the generation of elemental sulfur by the
oxidation of the excess sulfide [83]. Copper conversion reached around 100% after 120 min
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at 72.7 ◦C using a 1.0 sulfide/copper molar ratio. The reaction mechanism proposed by
this study is shown in the following equations:

SO2 + H2O � H2SO3 � H+ + SO3H− (19)

S + SO3H− + H2O � S2O3H− + H2O � HS− + SO4H− (20)

Even though the main formed species was CuS, the study also found the presence of
Cu2S. Both copper species were deposited onto the sulfur particle surface, generating a
products’ layer that can simulate the unreacted or shrinking core model [83].

Sulfide sources have been studied to remove metals through the fabrication of novel
materials that contain sulfide. Firstly, sulfide (Na2S) was intercalated in hydrotalcite
material (layered double hydroxide, LDH), producing an adsorption material able to
remove metals and anionic pollutants [84]. Sulfide content allowed increasing Co and Ni
removal in 405% and 281%, respectively, with respect to a pristine LDH material with no
sulfide contents.

Recently, a calcium sulfide–organosilicon complex (CaS–OSCS) was developed via
coordination bonding, coating the CaS into a matrix of {[O1.5Si(CH2)3NH]CS}n (OSCS) with
the aim of controlling the sulfide release to reduce the sulfide consumption [85]. This novel
material was applied to selectively remove copper and arsenic from an acidic wastewater.
The final conversion reached 99% and 98% after 50 min for copper and arsenic, respectively.
However, this maximum copper conversion was achieved at 9 min, while arsenic only
reached 4% at this time, demonstrating the feasibility to selectively remove both elements.
Lastly, the sulfide reagent consumption was reduced by 30% compared with CaS [85].

The development of new materials using sulfide in their structure is a promising
area to encourage processes focused on metal recovery or removal, in order to control the
supersaturation and/or reduce the reagent consumption.

5. Characteristics of Precipitates

The main focus of metal sulfide precipitation studies is its application in different feed
streams and wastewaters. In addition, it points at understanding the recovery or removal
mechanisms of different metals and metalloids, as previously shown. Nevertheless, when
the overall process (Figure 2) is analyzed, the solid–liquid separation stage plays a key role
to ensure that the conversion achieved in the reaction stage will be similar to the overall
process efficiency. The achievement of this goal strongly depends on the performance of
the solid–liquid separation equipment. However, a reliable and optimized performance of
the solid–liquid separation equipment depends on understanding the particles’ behavior
contained in the feed suspension. In this regard, the low solubility of sulfide precipitates
translates into a high supersaturation, promoting the generation of a large number of small
particles, which are typically difficult to separate from the solution [16].

The effect of solution chemistry on particle characteristics [16], the effect of the post-
precipitation conditions on colloidal metal sulfide precipitates [86], and the effect of dis-
solved precipitating ions on the settling characteristics of copper sulfide precipitates [87]
were studied based on testing the zeta potential (i.e., potential difference between the solid
surface of the precipitate and the bulk of solution) of precipitates under different conditions.
These studies focused on the application of metal sulfide precipitation in synthetic AMD.

A large number of small particles of copper sulfide formed when the sulfide metal
ratio was higher and when the pH had increased (<1 µm for both cases). On the other
hand, the particle size of zinc sulfide precipitates did not show a significant effect on the
sulfide content. A slight size increase effect was observed, nevertheless, when the pH
decreased [16], which resulted in particle sizes between 1 and 20 µm. For both cases, the
aggregation capacity of precipitates increased for pH values lower than 6.0. These results
are in line with the settling tests results, which showed better findings for size distributions
having larger particles. Results of zeta potential measurements showed lower values for
copper sulfides compared to zinc sulfides, suggesting that the aggregation capacity of
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copper precipitates was lower. This result agreed with the particles size measured, which
showed higher values for zinc sulfides. Moreover, the zeta potential tendencies obtained
for both precipitates with respect to the sulfide/metal ratio and pH were consistent with
the particle size determined, being that the zeta potential decreased when pH increased
and also decreased for higher sulfide/metal ratios [16].

Later, the effect of pH, sulfide concentration, and the addition of divalent (Ca2+) and
trivalent (Al3+) ions on the surface charge and aggregation capacity were assessed [86].
The zeta potential decreased for copper and zinc sulfides when pH increased from 6.0 to
11.0, which shows a similar tendency as the previous study [16]. Nonetheless, in this case,
the effect of sulfide ions on the zeta potential and the subsequent aggregation capacity was
more in line with the findings of the previous work, showing a decrease in the zeta potential
for high sulfide concentration. This effect was attributed to the adsorption of sulfide ions
on particle surfaces. Further, the addition of divalent ions did not promote aggregation, but
the addition of a small amount of trivalent ions increased the surface charge significantly,
triggering particle aggregation [86]. Similar tendencies of the zeta potential were found by
Nduna and colleagues [87] for copper sulfide precipitates in comparison to pH and sulfide
concentration.

Similar results for zeta potential were obtained for ZnS, CuS, and PbS. For all cases,
values of zeta potential decreased when sulfide dosage increased, thus obtaining a sig-
nificant decrease in the particle size distribution from 20 µm to 0.2 µm for ZnS, from 40
µm to 0.1 µm for CuS, and from 40 µm to 0.3 µm for PbS, when the sulfide/metal molar
ratio increased from 1.0 to 3.0 [88]. These results are in agreement with the turbidity values
obtained for each case, where better results were reached for lower sulfide dosages.

A model to predict the zeta potential with pH for covellite (CuS) was developed
based on the adsorption of protons and crystallographic data [89]. The model adequately
reproduced the experimental data.

The characterization of copper and zinc precipitates produced with biogenic sulfide,
in terms of morphology, mineralogy, and solid–liquid separation was conducted by Villa-
Gomez and colleagues [90]. X-ray diffraction results agree with those obtained by Mokone
and colleagues [86], demonstrating the presence of Cu as CuS and Zn as ZnS. CuS was
predominantly amorphous regardless of pH, and ZnS showed a more organized structure
at pH 5 compared to pH 3.0 and 7.0. Particle size distributions showed larger particles for
pH values lower than 5.0, reaching values up to 30–40 µm, compared to the particle size
obtained at pH 7.0 (<10 µm). Turbidity results showed a decline for lower sulfide dosages.

A precipitate characterization was performed for copper and zinc sulfides, obtained
from a sulfide precipitation in cyanide media [49]. For copper precipitates, X-ray diffraction
results showed that around 50–55% of particles were amorphous, containing CuS, Cu2S,
and Cu7S4 at pH 5.0, but without Cu2S at pH 3.5, probably because the stability zone of CuS
is wider for lower pH values. Zeta potential results for ZnS were similar to those obtained
previously in AMD systems, showing a decline with the increase in pH. Nevertheless, the
zeta potential for copper sulfide increased with a rise in pH, an opposite result compared
with the previous studies described here. Despite this, the zeta potential of copper sulfides
immersed in KCl solution showed similar values regardless of pH.

Figure 6 shows a summary of values of the zeta potential obtained and compared
to the zeta potential resulted in a previous study [86]. The magnitudes and tendencies
of the zeta potential obtained by Gim-Krumm and colleagues [49] did not agree with the
aggregate sizes obtained, which reached values even higher than 500 µm for copper sulfide.
Instead, zinc sulfides were lower than 50 µm (see Figure 7).
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The study conducted by Gim-Krumm and colleagues [49] was the first one that per-
formed a computational chemistry analysis, demonstrating the relevance of the interaction
of metal sulfide precipitates with the solvent. In the case of copper sulfides, its hydrophobic-
ity promotes the aggregation between particles instead of the zinc sulfides, which tends to
form bonds with water, and it is thereby more influenced by the chemical changes of the sol-
vent (e.g., pH or sulfide content). This behavior explained a more colloidal behavior of ZnS
with respect to CuxS. An expanded study of this computational chemistry analysis (density
functional analysis, DFT) was published by Wrighton-Araneda and colleagues [91]. Re-
cently, Xia and colleagues [92] experimentally confirmed it: using computational chemistry
analysis (DFT), they proved that the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity capacity is essential
to obtain the aggregation capacity of metal sulfide precipitates. In that study, the analysis
focused on CuS, CdS, As2S3 (Figure 8), and ZnS. Herein, they concluded that hydrophilic
sulfide precipitates were difficult to be separated through the settling and coagulation
method, confirming the previous findings reported by Gim-Krumm and colleagues [49].
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A characterization of copper sulfide precipitates generated from a glycine–cyanide
media was conducted, with an emphasis on the assessment of particle size distribution
(PSD) under different conditions [56]. This study concluded that under the presence of
divalent ions (Ca2+ and Mg2+), large and fast-settling particle aggregates were generated.
Even though there was no significant effect on aging, heating, and seeding on the PSD,
more mature and crystalline copper sulfide precipitates were produced after aging, heating,
or seeding. PSD were determined using laser diffraction (Mastersizer); however, this
technique can be invasive to obtain the aggregates size in comparison to the results that can
be obtained using non-invasive techniques to determine PSD. This can be done using an
optical microscope with image analysis and processing [51], and through a focused beam
reflectance measurement (FBRM) [54]. Both works studied the aggregate size distribution of
copper sulfide generated from cyanide media, where a bi-modal behavior was found, which
could not be observed with the conventional laser diffraction technique, probably due to
the disaggregation effect promoted by the agitation. This fact implies that large aggregates
of copper sulfide precipitates could be generated and facilitated by its hydrophobicity,
although an important fraction would still remain disaggregated, which would potentially
trigger settling difficulties due to their small size.

Additionally, the FBRM analysis showed that the aggregation capacity was lost at
low copper concentration (200 mg/L). This result could be a consequence of: (i) the lower
supersaturation achieved; or (ii) a possible sulfur layer formed by the oxidation of excess
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sulfide that avoided the particle aggregation [54]. Thus, the enhancement of the aggregation
capacity of metal sulfide precipitates and the understanding of how small particles could
be reduced will be a key aspect to improve the solid–liquid separation processes.

On another note, recent articles have conducted studies focused on the stability of
As2S3, taking into account that metal sulfide precipitation can efficiently remove arsenic
from solutions in that form. The later step of disposal must consider the stability of this
precipitate. A speciation analysis of the arsenic sulfide leaching showed that arsenic was
first released into the aqueous phase as arsenite, and subsequently oxidized to arsenate.
The extent of oxidation increased with an increase in pH value, dissolved oxygen, and
temperature [93]. Due to the fact that the arsenic could tend to be released under atmo-
spheric conditions, a thermally initiated copolymerization method using elemental sulfur
was proposed [94]. The solidified compound showed low leachability, keeping an arsenic
concentration in solution lower than 1.2 mg/L after 732 days of aging.

6. Latest Breakthroughs in Solid-Liquid Separation

As discussed in the previous section, the particle behavior of sulfide precipitates is
determined by its hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity capacity, the ions contained in solution,
the sulfide concentration, and pH. This situation imposes high variability of the PSD
that results from the reaction stage, increasing the uncertainty of solid–liquid separation
performance. At an industrial scale, the current equipment used to separate precipitates
are conventional gravitational clarifiers, as used, for example, in the SART process [3]
and for the treatment of AMD [4]. Although these industrial applications have reported
to be successful, they are still limited to the recovery of a few metals, mainly copper.
Furthermore, there are several opportunities to improve these results, such as the size
reduction, minimization of solid losses in the overflow, and the process control [95]. In this
regard, there are critical studies that showed the fragility of the overall process of recovery
with respect to a correct control of the clarifier, losing even 40% of copper recovery in this
stage [96].

Studies to optimize the solid–liquid separation in metal sulfide precipitation processes
are still emerging, although there are a few interesting examples which could address new
research trends. The use of a magnetic field to modify the zeta potential of particles [97], the
use of an abiological granular sludge [98], and the use of UV light irradiation to improve
the aggregation [99] have been experiments conducted to enhance the settling rate of
particles. In the first case, the application of a magnetic field of 2T for 40 min increased
the zeta potential from −40 mV to 16.5 mV. This result indicates that the aggregation of
particles could increase after applying a magnetic field, but no PSD or settling test were
performed [97]. In the second case, the use of an abiological granular sludge (ABGS) was
used to improve the aggregation and settling of sulfide precipitates. Results showed that
the use of an ABGS allowed for a settling velocity of 3.4 m/s for Zn/Pb precipitates from
a real wastewater [98]. Finally, the third case showed that the particle size of CdS and a
mix of CuS/CdS increased from 1–5 µm to 1000 µm after 30 min of applying UV light
irradiation. Moreover, the zeta potential increased between 120% and 150% for both types
of sulfide precipitates [99]. Thus, the results of these studies are interesting to improve the
settling rate of a gravitational clarification stage, although the industrial scaling-up and
implementation could be challenging, particularly in the case of magnetic field or UV light
irradiation applications.

In terms of the development of new solid–liquid separation processes or equipment,
the gravitational lamella clarifiers have been conceptually proposed [100], but no data
or results have been provided. A gravitational field-flow fractionation (GFFF) tank was
proposed and designed using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations to frac-
tionally separate CuS, ZnS, and As2S3, obtaining interesting results to separate particles
according to their size [101]. There were no validation studies of the model and design
with experimental results.
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Recent applications of membrane filtration processes, specifically microfiltration (MF),
to clarify copper sulfide precipitates produced in cyanide media [53] and AMD [20] have
been reported (Figure 9). Furthermore, a mix of copper and zinc sulfide from a real cyanide
solution of a gold mine was processed by MF [50]. Using feed pressure of slurries slower
than 2 bar, flux values of 0.1 to 1.4 L/m2s were reached for copper sulfide and Cu/Zn
sulfides in cyanide media [50,53] and 0.1 L/m2s for copper sulfide in AMD [20]. The
lowest flux for cyanide media was reached for a low copper concentration (200 mg/L) or
under the presence of Zn, a fact that in both cases can be explained by the small particle
size generated in the reactor. These flux results meant a reduction in the residence time
from 60–90 min to less than 5 s with respect to conventional gravitational clarifiers [53].
Consequently, there was also a reduction of 90% of equipment volume and around 30% of
capex compared to conventional processes [50]. In the case of cyanide solutions, the use of
membrane filtration processes also minimizes the emanations of HCN to the environment.
Therefore, the use of this alternative process as a solid–liquid separation stage could not
only support the overall recovery of the process, but it could also reduce the capital costs.
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7. Future Perspectives

Scientific and industrial applications of the metal sulfide precipitation process show
that this it is a promising alternative to remove or recover potentially toxic elements
(metals or metalloids) from different sources. Nevertheless, there are several gaps in our
field, which are primarily due to a lack of understanding of this method with the aim
of optimizing and expanding its application. This section summarizes an overview of
challenges that should be addressed in further studies.

7.1. Selective Precipitation and Recovery

One of the main challenges is the control and establishment of the operational con-
ditions required to advance towards the selective separation and recovery of highly pure
metal sulfide precipitates from polymetallic sources, such as AMD, refinery wastewater,
PLS, and others. The high variability of metal concentrations and their ranges present
a challenge in terms of control. The control of pH and Eh, and Ksp [22,48,52,67] are key
variables to control a selective precipitation. These studies might support future methods
for control strategies and the definition of the number of stages.

7.2. Kinetic Studies

This subject has been scarcely addressed, even when there are different studies show-
ing long reaction times (see Table 3). Likewise, when H2S gas is used, establishing the
controlling stage of process velocity should be considered [70]. The first order model pro-
posed by Yang and colleagues [71] was determined using a small quantity of experimental
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data and is limited to CuS. Through this process, the correct design of reactors should be
based on proper kinetic models for each specific application.

7.3. Reactor Type and Supersaturation Control

Different reactor types that differ operationally from the conventional CSTR have been
proposed, mainly focused on controlling the supersaturation [26,71,74]. The supersatura-
tion control can promote the generation of precipitates with larger particle size to improve
the solid–liquid separation [74]. However, recent studies show the relevance of the hy-
drophilicity/hydrophobicity capacity of metal sulfides [49,91,92], which demonstrate that
the supersaturation control is not the unique variable that affects the PSD of precipitates.
In fact, the aggregation time should be considered alongside with the reaction time when
designing the reactor. The recent study performed by Barros and colleagues [54], using the
FBRM, showed that the aggregation time was higher than the reaction time required to
reach a maximum and stable particle size. Therefore, the optimal solid-liquid separation
process strongly depends on the residence time defined for the reaction stage.

Novel methods to control the supersaturation, and also the sulfide consumption, could
be conducted to advance in the development of new materials which could allow for the
controlled release of sulfide [85].

7.4. Solid-Liquid Separation

During the last decade, several studies have tried to understand the behavior of precip-
itates to design an optimized solid–liquid separation stage. The main conclusions are that
the aggregation behavior strongly depends on the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity capacity
of metal sulfides, affecting the resulting PSD during the precipitation [49,91,92]. However,
the PSD curves of hydrophobic and highly aggregated precipitates, such as copper sul-
fide, show a bi-modal behavior, even containing up to 30% of particles smaller than
10 µm [51,54]. These fine particles can remain disaggregated due to the supersaturation
condition or the formation of oxidized species on the particles’ surface, diminishing the
aggregation capacity [54]. The fine and colloidal particles can thereby be more exposed
to the solution characteristics, such as pH, sulfide concentration, or ionic strength [16,86].
Hence, a deeper understanding of the reaction conditions that define the PSD of precipitates
will be necessary for each system in order to optimize the solid–liquid separation process.

The development of alternative unit operations for the conventional gravitational
clarifiers could thus be an interesting route to limit the impact of precipitates’ behavior,
and, consequently, to reduce the equipment size and capital costs [20,50,53].

7.5. Stabilility of Precipitates for Disposal

One interesting application of metal sulfide precipitation is the removal of arsenic from
aqueous sources, particularly for the high content of arsenic in the As2S3 precipitate. This
application has been studied for AMD [5,6], industrial wastewater [26], and acidic wastew-
ater generated from refineries [40,42]. Although the results obtained from these studies
were promising, the stability of As2S3 as a residue has been recently assessed [93,102],
and there are few studies proposing methods to stabilize this residue [40,94]. When the
focus of the application of metal sulfide precipitation is the removal, supporting studies of
metal/metalloids release will be required to ensure a safe disposal.

7.6. Nanoparticle Production

The use and application studies of metal sulfide nanoparticles (NPs) have increased
in several fields, such as biomedicine, environmental remediation, agriculture, electron-
ics, and catalytic reactions [60], as well as diverse applications such as surface coating,
nanoswitches, solar cell components, radiation absorbers, photocatalysts, gas sensors, and
dielectric filters [103]. Likewise, several routes for the synthesis of metal sulfide NPs have
been proposed [104], even using ionic liquids [105]. In this context, there is an interesting
opportunity to produce metal sulfide NPs directly from wastewaters or industrial solutions
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using a metal sulfide precipitation process. Until now, the main focus of the metal sulfide
precipitation studies has been the recovery or removal of different metals/metalloids,
without the possibility of enhancing the product value. A few studies have shown the
promising possibility of producing NPs of CuS from AMD [15] or PdS from aqueous me-
dia [27], both directly using metal sulfide precipitation with biogenic sulfide as the sulfide
source. Although these studies used synthetic and idealized solutions, there are several
challenges remaining. For example, the optimization, control, definition of the number
of stages, process integration options, and others. Future research must be developed to
move forward in these interesting options.

In this article, we have discussed other aspects that should be taken into account
in the production of NPs, such as the supersaturation control, the aggregation behavior
(hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity) of precipitates, and the solid–liquid separation stage.

8. Conclusions

This study reviewed the recent progress made on the metal sulfide precipitation
process, including its application on several sources to recover or remove different metals
and/or metalloids. This method has demonstrated a great potential to treat wastewater,
efficiently recovering valuable metals or removing potentially toxic elements (metals/
metalloids) and ensuring a low content of these elements in the effluent. Furthermore, the
treatment of PLS from hydrometallurgical processes is a real alternative to conventional
options. Moreover, the application has expanded to Cu, Zn, Ni, Cd to Tl, As, Pd, Co, and
Re. Research on this topic has also advanced in areas such as supersaturation control, new
reactor types, and understanding the aggregation and colloidal behavior of precipitates.
Some studies are highlighted, particularly those dealing with new materials containing a
sulfide source to control the sulfide release during the reaction, and those that present the
novel membrane filtration process as an alternative to conventional gravitational clarifiers
for the solid–liquid separation stage. Finally, the possibility to produce metal sulfide NPs
opens up an excellent opportunity to enhance the product value from the direct treatment
of residue or from metallurgical plants.
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